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BOOK OF NATURE QUOTES
‘The world is the world’s signature. Signature is a term taken from the tradition of
nature mysticism, referring to hidden correspondences between different realms of
nature, for example the inner and the outer.’
‘As all things are and originate in the One, by mediation of the One, so all things are
born of this unique Thing by adaptation ( or God ).
-Hermes Trismegistus
‘Nature is the greatest teacher. Nature is the ultimate muse, as well as a bridge to the
spiritual. ’
‘Nature is so much more powerful than us, so we should collaborate with it.’
‘A subtle chain of countless rings
The next unto the farthest brings;
The eye reads omens where it goes
And speaks all languages the rose;
And, striving to be man the worm
Mounts through all the spires of form.’
- Ralph Waldo Emerson on Nature
‘The stars awaken a certain reverence, because though always present, they are
inaccessible; but all natural objects make a kindred impression, when the mind is
open to their influence.[...] The wisest man never extorts her secret or loses his
curiosity by finding out all her perfection. Nature never became a toy to a wise spirit.
The flowers, the animals, the mountains, reflected the wisdom of his best hour, as
much as they had delighted the simplicity of his childhood.[...].
-Chapter 1 from Nature by Ralph Waldo Emerson
‘Nature and morality should go together; i.e. the world of morality should have an
effect and influence on the world of nature.’
-Emmanuel Kant ( P.G.)
‘There must be a ground of the unity of the supersensible that grounds nature.’
- Kant
‘The infinite power of Providence, being comprehensive of all the powers of the
natures, which are the subjects of its providential energies, generates as well as
contains them according to the most profound union in the infinite depths of Itself,
just as it imparts to all things a union commensurate to each.’
- Proclus
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